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You are a sailor who was lucky enough to survive a horrible shipwreck. It seems that everyone else is dead. Only one of the
passengers, a young girl, somehow managed to stay alive.

Both of you end up stranded on an uninhabited island. Now you can't do anything but sit on the shore and watch the endless
ocean, so far from home... Or maybe your home is here now?

Grab the items that have been washed ashore - logs, leaves, stones etc. Better have it and not need it than need it and not have it!

Combine collected items into something useful - an axe or a fishing rod. With enough materials you'll even be able to build a
proper house!

Decorate the house, lay a fire, make the island cozy and comfortable.
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I really wanted to recommend this game but I can't.

+Graphics look great overall, and the game is nice to look at.
+Multiple panel side-scrolling is interesting.

-Controls are slugging and not responsive
-Player movement is sloppy, for example, you have one guy shooting and you and one guy attacking with the knife, you have to
get out of cover first (the character moves very slowly), stab the guy closest to you all the while leaving yourself completely
exposed to be shot at (which you will many times).
-Most of the sound design is great..except for the footsteps, they are way louder than they need to be and very repetitive.
-The "story" is very hard to follow and leaves you guessing where the hell you're supposed to go next.

I thought I would take a chance on a game with mixed reviews but I was wrong. The game just isn't worth $8.. Played this game
ten years ago after buying it to cheer myself up after a particularly bad day, was so happy to see it on Steam.

If you can get past some of the bad voice acting in certain places (and there is a fair few places where it's a bit cringey) this is a
really solid game and a lot of fun. The graphic style, music, gameplay and story are just fantastic.. Don't buy this.
1st, let me say that if you're looking for another XCom style game, this isn't it.

Buggy missions make it extremely easy to break your game completely if you miss a capture mission.
I wiped out one of the factions completely before getting a key capture mission for research later on.

non-intuitive tech tree navigation. You have to guess what you need, in what order, with NO IDEA what it will unlock.
the NPC's in the base NEVER EVER SHUT THE HELL UP!!!!
And it's even worse on missions.
After 2 hours, I played the entire rest of my 50.8 hours with the headphones off.
Squad member nametags are always in the way when you're on a mission.
horrible camera control/angle - FPS style view is a joke, don't even bother with it.

And there will come a point, if you're a masochist and buy this even though i'm telling you not to, where you'll be left wondering
WTF do I do?
*hint* make sure you do the 2 moon missions, and click the Laputian's in diplomacy and request supplies/reinforcements.
and you'll have to check that alot.. game like 5 minutes of gameplay never ever buy this game. Nice graphics, good gameplay,
decent story.

Good game for the price. Congrats to the developers.. This is a bad game. Mind you, I only have 3 or so hours in the game, but
from this time I've learned multiple things:

1. Time doesn't move unless you have the game up. This means that if you have it in the background playing while you're doing
other stuff, nothing happens. So you have to actively have the game up in order for it to work. I can't even say this wouldn't be a
problem. Becuase it is. I like to have relaxing games that I can come back to and check on while I'm doing other stuff, this isn't
one of those games. You can't have the windows side by side either, cus it still wont play.

2. Watering the plants does next to nothing later in the game. At the start it helps speed the process up, but past that
its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Which brings me to another thing, the controls. You can't zoom into specific parts
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of the tree and the camers is positioned to right below the middle of the tree. So you're forced to zoom ALL the way out if you
want to see the full tree. This is even more annoying when you have to trim the branches up top. Past that the controls are
awkward. Instead of clicking on trimming or watering to use it, you click on them to deactivate it. So if you want to trim, you
have to click on the water icon, and vice versa.

3. Achievements. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are achievements. Its just a complete grindfest. One achievement is to
literally trim 3000 branches. Sounds easy, right? Well 15 hours later and a lot of people still haven't got the achievement. If you
play for achievements, or just can't help but finish games for the achievements, then you're in for the long run.

Honestly, don't buy this. Its a waste of a dollar. Use that to buy a pack of gum or something.. Very interesting Logic game.
When you bored, start this and you'll be border no longer
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I bought this for the 1.13 mod included and to have it all on Steam. The developers have now REMOVED the mod from the
game and yet I still can't get a refund. The developers don't seem like they have a clue what they're doing and actively removing
features isn't on.. IN SOVИET ЯUSSIA WE ALWAYS PLAY SAMOLIOTIK AND DRINK VODKA
MY BEAR LIKE IT VERY MUCH
I LIKE WEAR USHANKA AND KILL HITLER EVERY DAY
IT'S TIME TO PRAY STALIN
10 VODKA/10 VODKA. pretty fun but could use a manual or some tutorial docs. it is only related to programming because you
have to read/reverse engineer some existing code to figure out what to do so dont think you are going to create code because this
isn't the game for that. this is good for kids and beginners or those of us who like a bit of a puzzle challenge because thats what
this is. recommended for those who like puzzles.. S.W.I.N.E. HD Remaster delivers as it promises, HD version of a great classic
RTS game from 2001. No base building, just raw tactical action! Still feels and plays awesome to this day!. Even though the
game is filled with bugs, I love it because of the humour, the over the top-ness of it and most of all, the easter eggs that are
thrown into some very strange places.
(could also use a spectator mode after you die). This is not a review, just a casual preview of the game with my thoughts. If you
like top down twin stick shooters you might want to check out this game. Cringey Dad Gaming

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtkGN5jmUJk&t=18s

Steam Trading Cards are now ready to be collected!:

We are happy to announce that Subway Simulator trading cards are now available!
There are five collectible cards with which you can unlock new emoticons and profile backgrounds, and also craft yourself some
badges. Just play Subway Simulator to get a few card drop. Have a safe drive!. Bird couple 2 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1062150/Bird_couple_2/. Steam Weekly Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

We hope that you are doing well!!
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We are excited to announce that we have a whole range of Playism titles on sale this week with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. TMM: Entourage Update to v1.40:
Change log

Game
-Added development age progression
-Available Technology levels now depend on current development age
-Integrated Order Map. Players may now give indirect orders to units in each sector of the map
-Building supply has been removed from the game
-General polish and updated game engine to latest engine version

UI
-Cleaned up ui a bit, making space for new ui elements and improved flow
-Added support for Order Map
. Patch notes for version 57:

 Replaced the controller system

 Updated the multiplayer system to the latest version

If you are having problems with this version of the game you can go back to the previous version by going in to properties on
Heroes of Hammerwatch, go in to the Betas tab and pick "version 54". Boring Man v1.2.4.3 is now available.:

Dev Log
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